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On September 29, 2021, at approximately 1120 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification
and Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) Ryan Scheiderer obtained a recorded statement from
Felicia Marshall (Marshall) regarding the fatal shooting between officers with the Columbus
Division of Police (CPD) and her ex-boyfriend, Kyle Veyon (Veyon), that occurred earlier on
this date in the roadway at 2469 Kimberly Parkway E. in Columbus, Ohio. The following is a
summation of Marshall’s statement and additional information can be found in the attached
audio recording.

Marshall met Veyon at a drug rehabilitation center and they began dating around June of
2021. Marshall ended their relationship in August of 2021, after Veyon was arrested for
domestic violence against her. Marshall successfully completed the rehabilitation program, but
Veyon didn’t. Marshall believed Veyon was still struggling with his addictions and suffering
from mental health issues. After their breakup, Veyon continued to pursue (calling and texting)
Marshall and wouldn’t leave her alone even though she told him that they wouldn’t get back
together.

Veyon made several calls to Marshall the night of September 28, 2021, which she did not
answer. When Marshall woke this morning, she had texts from Veyon stating he had posted
nude photographs of her on the internet. At approximately 08:15 Marshall went to work at
Amazon as a driver. Veyon kept texting Marshall and ultimately sent her a picture of him
holding a knife to his throat with the message “Thanks for the reason not to live”. Marshall
replied to that message with “I’m omw”. The knife in the photograph Veyon sent Marshall
appears to be a chef’s knife with a red handle and floral print on the blade. Marshall returned
home to her apartment (Q2) and Veyon was standing outside waiting for her. Veyon began
causing a disturbance with Marshall so she tried to enter the apartment. Veyon rushed past
her and went to the drawer containing her kitchen knives and retrieved a knife. Veyon then
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“backed” Marshall into a corner in the bedroom and she pled with him to calm down. Veyon
calmed down and Marshall was able to call her grandmother without Veyon knowing. Marshall
left an open line with her grandmother and Veyon became suspicious of what was happening
and attempted to “snatch” the phone from Marshall. At some point during that time, the phone
disconnected.

Marshall believed her grandmother contacted the police because she received a call from CPD
Dispatch. Veyon demanded to know who had called Marshall so she started talking in “code”
to Dispatch and told Veyon she was speaking with her daughter’s school. Marshall then walked
outside while pretending to be speaking with the school and observed two (2) CPD cruisers
in the roadway. Marshall walked quickly to the cruiser and positioned herself between them.
Marshall attempted to tell the officers what was occurring and that Veyon was threatening to
kill her and himself. When the officers exited their cruisers, Veyon ran from the apartments
towards where Marshall and the officers were positioned in the roadway. Veyon stopped briefly
and then started chasing after Marshall. Marshall ran away and looked back to see Veyon
“rubbing” the knife across his throat. Marshal continued to run and heard officers yelling
commands at Veyon followed by gunshots. After hearing the gunshots, Marshall stopped.
Marshall stated the police ordered Veyon to stop numerous times and they wouldn’t of had to
shoot him had he listened to their commands. Marshall was adamant that Veyon would have
killed her and himself hadn’t the police intervened. Marshall explained that during the August
2021 incident, Veyon “choked” her and was trying to kill her then. Veyon had made numerous
threats to kill her when he was upset with her.

Marshall signed a Consent Form for SA Aja Chung authorizing agents access to her apartment
and cellular telephone. SA Chung was able to photograph the half-open kitchen drawer where
Veyon obtained the knife and located the red handle to the knife on the kitchen counter.
Marshall also sent SA Scheiderer screenshots of the text message conversation she had with
Veyon leading up to today’s events. SA Scheiderer noticed in the photograph of Veyon with the
knife held to his throat it appeared he was standing in the kitchen of Marshall’s apartment.
Marshall confirmed that Veyon was in her kitchen and the knife was from her kitchen drawer,
but she hadn’t realized that until now. Marshall then explained that she doesn’t lock her
apartment door because she doesn’t have a key to it and Veyon could have easily entered it.

Marshall was unsure how Veyon would have gotten to her apartment and claimed she didn’t
know of any vehicles he would have driven because he doesn’t drive. Marshall stated Veyon
stays in New Lexington or the north part of Columbus, but got a job at the Captain D’s on South
Hamilton Road just to be close to her. Marshall denied being injured during the incident.

SA Scheiderer advised Marshall she should consider counseling for what happened and that
it would be available for her through crime victim services which would be explained to her
by detectives from CPD when they spoke with her. SA Scheiderer advised Marshall that if
she encountered any roadblocks in getting counseling, she should contact him and he would
assist her. SA Scheiderer escorted Marshall to her awaiting grandmother and they left the area
together.
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Attachment # 01: Felicia Marshall Audio Interview 9.29.2021
Attachment # 02: Marshall and Veyon Text Message Thread 9.29.2021
Attachment # 03: Apt Q2 consent form
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